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DON'T FORGET 
TO VOTE! 
Tuesday is 
Virginia's primary, 
so t>e sure to cast 
your ballot if you're 
a Va. resident. 
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Students sponsor free store on commons to fight consumerism 
lYKEUYCONNIff 
Junior Brian Picknally pedaled slowly as be 
tentatively Diked around the commons Friday 
morning, gleefully saying, "It's a free bike!" 
Picknally's ride was accompanied by shouts of 
"Free stuff, girls! It's all free, come shopping!" as a 
nonchalant group shielded their eyes from DM ND 
and invited passers-by to comb through jumbled 
piles of books and accessories as well as racks of 
discarded clothing. 
Picknally seemed enthused about his find. 
"Being a college kid with not a lot of money and 
finding free stuff like this is great," he said. "And 
it's on the commons, the center of campus!" 
The event, a free store sponsored by Students 
for a Democratic Society, is characterized by the 
club offering items to the public free as a way of 
fighting against consumerism. 
"We're trying to get people to realize that you 
<lon't have to go shopping to get clothes," SDS 
member Megan Green said. "College students are 
usually tight for money and it's free nice clothes, 
it's not just free junk." 
In order to hold the free store, the group 
solicited donations from friends and other students 
by posting fliers around campus. 
The group seemed encouraged by the large 
turnout due to curious students stopping by the 
free store on their way to class. 
"Lots of people have come out and seem to like 
the idea," sophomore member Jamie Corayiannis 
said. "We really want to spread the idea of mutual 
aid and helping each other out." 
Students for a Democratic Society is a relatively 
new group at JMU, although much of the group is 
comprised of members from other related JMU 
Aramark's 
Olympic 
ambitions 
OQp 
BY JACQUELINE QUATTROCCHI 
contributing wiilet 
Zishi Li Campisc was 34 years 
old when she left China and came to 
the U.S. to get married. Four years 
later she is eager for an opportunity 
to go back. And her employer may be 
her ticket. 
Aramark will be catering the 
2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing 
and is in need of 7,000 employees, 
some of whom could be from the 
JMU community. 
lln' 2008 games will mark 
the 40"1 anniversary of Aramark's 
participation in the Olympics, since 
the 1068 games in Mexico City. 
Campisc. a location supervisor. 
and NapOC Dumau location 
manager for JMU dining services, 
are applying for the job. All 
Aramark employees are eligible 
to apply, including students who 
meet requirements such as: current 
sophomore or junior in a certified 
culinary or hospitality program, 
minimum of six months experience 
in a food service environment and 
fluency in Mandarin. 
"Initially, I'm sure (Mandarin) 
will be wry challenging," Duncan 
said. "I hope to learn from the 
bilingual staff already in place. I also 
work with several staff members on 
campus that speak the dialect " 
Aramark will pay for housing, as 
well as transportation costs to and 
from the work site and employees 
will receive their paychecks. 
Although the Olympic Games 
don't start until August, Aramark 
will begin catering in May. The 
games end Aug. 24, but the company 
will cater the Paralympic Games that 
begin in Septcmber.The Pararympics 
are Olympic style games for athletes 
with disabilities. For any one 
employee the average commitment 
time will be about three months. 
"Aramarithasasuccessful history 
of quality food and service at the 
Olympics and is the only food service 
provider large enough to handle an 
event of this size," said Sherry Cox, 
communication specialist for JMU's 
dining services. 
ifiMB p:«: I 
Sdtyter Whitney, ako known oi Miss Statuesque (left), and Stephanie Miiheals. Miss Gay Hormonburg (right) strike a pose Friday night at the University 
Program Boards Mordi Gras Masquerade Ball All of the proceeds benefited Die American Cancer Society Relay lor life and the Valley AIDS Network. 
—QUEENS 
FOR A DAY 
BY ASHLEY HOPKINS 
news editor 
Three award-winning drag 
queens took the stage Friday night 
to strut their stuff for charity. 
Hosted by Madison Equality 
and the University Program Board, 
the Mardi Gras Masquerade Ball 
brought in about 175 attendees and 
$1,200 in collections. All proceeds 
after the initial costs of the event 
went to benefit The American 
Cancer Society's Relay for Ufe 
and the Valley AIDS Network, 
Harrison burg's local AIDS service 
"I wanted students to have a 
good time and know that in doing 
so they're helping a good cause," 
said senior Brian Turner, pratfall 
of Madison Equality. "There aren't 
many opportunities to do both." 
After an hour of dancing hosted 
by Richmond's DJ Peaches, the 
ladies took the stage, lip-synching to 
songs such as Shania Twain's "Man 
I Feel Like a Woman,'" Christina 
Aguilera's "Candyman" and Cher's 
"If I Could Turn Back Time." All 
tips went charity. 
Sabrina B kicked off the event, 
crossing tin- stage and rushing the 
crowd. Sabrina is Harrisonburg's 
honorary Miss Statuesque and 
served as Miss Gay Harrisonburg 
for the 2005-06 year. She has raised 
over $2,500 for the Valley AIDS 
network in the past and was excited 
about helping out the cause. 
"Madison Equality approached 
me while I was out one night and 
asked if I wanted to participate," 
she said. "When I found out that 
it wu helping out Valley AIDS. I 
immediately signed up." 
Schyler Whitney, Harrisonburg's 
reigning Bfim Statuesque, was 
also excited to support the cause. 
She agreed to participate on the 
condition  that some of the funds 
went to the Valley AIDS Network 
and organized the drag portion of 
the show herself. As cast director 
of the Rocktown Divas, a drag group 
that performs at Rocktown on the 
second Friday of every month, she 
was excited to see student interest 
at JMU. 
"I've lived in Harrisonburg for 
five years now, and I'm happy that 
it's coming back to JMU." she said. 
Stephanie Micheals, Miss 
Gay Harrisonburg and Miss Gay 
Northeast USA Classic, was the 
third and final performer of the 
evening, wowing the crowd with 
elaborate costumes, flirtatious 
smiles and quick lap dances. While 
she was happy to participate in the 
fundraiser, she expressed concern 
that she sometimes feels as though 
she is only brought in when money 
is needed. 
seeDRAGSH0W(wee4 
Doggy 
style 
The life and times of 
JMU's furry mascot 
BY JAKE CHANDER 
(ontneutine. writer 
The Duke Dog wows crowds at 
every game, but the person behind 
the mask remains a mystery. 
The student who acts as Duke 
Dog, who will be known as Elliot 
Finnigan for the purpose of this 
article, has had his ups and downs. 
"My absolute worst experience 
was trying to start the wave' at a 
football game this past season," 
Finnigan said. "1 was running back 
and forth in front of the student 
section throwing my 'paws' up and 
down trying to get the crowd into 
it. During one of my attempts I 
tripped over Duke Dog's gigantic 
feet and ate the pavement. You 
probably laughed if you saw it. I 
goi up and went to hug one of the 
cheerleaders to try to play it off, 
but I don't think it worked." 
It wasn't all hard. Finnigan had 
high points in his career as well. 
"A great experience I had as 
Duke Dog was crowd surfing after 
a men's basketball game last year. 
There is no better feeling than 
having hundreds of students and 
fans throwing you up and down, 
celebrating a victory. I've also had 
the opportunity to represent JMU 
in different parades. The last one 
I stood on top of the bed of a truck 
and went crazy in front of thousands 
of people. It was awesome. I love 
signing autographs for little kids. 
It's pretty difficult, but totally 
worth it." 
The Duke Dog attends every 
men and women's basketball game 
and every football game, but he 
also makes appearances at certain 
JMU athletic contests and other 
events in the community such as 
parades and alumni gatherings. He 
is also available to attend certain 
business and private functions by 
request through the marketing 
department. 
"Duke Dog must be personable, 
work well under time restraints 
and pressure, represent the Dukes 
and JMU in a professional manner 
and have a good sense of comedic 
timing," said Alyssa Gerlando, the 
Duke Dog's manager. "Duke Dog 
wOUSDOOeeeeS 
INSIDE: Getting physical 
Saturday's Valley Fight 
League event proved to be 
a bloody day for many of 
the fighters who braved 
the Octagon, like Chris 
Conner of Alexandria (on 
top) and Sean Pentex of 
Inwood, W. Va. 
>>seeSPORTS, page II 
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POLICE LOG 
nniTOMff/affeta 
Breaking and entering 
A JMU emplcnee reported thai ■ mraboUM d  ii 10-0 Virginia Avenue was forced open 
and a tool box was stolen between Jan. 28-29. 
Drunk in public 
JMU students were chained with drunk in public, underage possession of alcohol and 
underage consumption of alcohol at the Godwin Boa Mop mi Feb a n 1 57 a.m. 
Possession of morijuana 
Anon student was charged with possession ol marijuana and trespmiiuil Creek Row on 
Feb. 1 at an unknown time. 
A JMU student was charged with possession ol nurijoana on Feb. 2 M 10:57 p 111 
Underage possession 
A JMU student was charged with underage possession of alcohol and .111 alcohol violation at 
Cantrell and Grace streets on Feb. 2 at 12:40 a.m. 
A non student was charged with underage possession of alcohol in the R-i Lot on Feb. t at 
2:49 a.m. 
JMU students were charged with possession of marijuana, underage nnwrillon ol alcohol, 
dangerous practices and a weapon violation at Huffman Hall on Feb 4,11 1:131 m 
Larceny 
A JMU employee reported the theft of a projector, flat panel screen and CPU from Harrison 
Hall, total value of $2,400, between Jan. 25-2H. 
A JMU employee reported the theft of a 6'x 9'Oriental rug valued at S400 Irom Wilson Hall 
between Jan. 25-28. 
A JMU student reported thai a vending machine 111 Showkcr Hall was opened and thai food 
items were stolen on Jan 28 between 2-2:30 p.m. 
Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 2?: 74 
Number of drunk in publics at this time last year: 55 
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Donating plasma at 
BioLife Plasma Services 
can save a life and 
pay you back. 
SCHEDULE YO 
540.801.0672 
Biolife Plasma Services • 269 Lucy Drive • Harrisonburg, VA 
www.biolifeplasma.com 
BONUS COUPON   KsVv 
. coupon with you to your first plasma 
i ind receive an extra $10 bonus. 
• Bonus redeemable only upon completion of 
! lie combined witfi 
le oner. 
■ 
MISSION 
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves 
student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and 
local community. The Breeze stvwes to be impartial and fair in its reporting 
and firmly believes in its First Amendment rights. 
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed 
throughout James Madison University and the local Harrisonburg 
community. Comments and complaints should be addressed to Mary 
Frances Czarsty, editor. 
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— Go to www.tliebiveze.org and click on the classified link or come into the 
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
— Cost: $5.00 for the first 10 words, $3 for each additional 10 words; 
boxed classified. $10 per column inch. 
— Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday 
issue. 
— Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office. 
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'WumOK/wMphikgnpt. 
Sophomore geology mojoi Nololie (010 spends turn Sundoy allemoon (hoiking the commons with the 
UnimsHy Ptogiom Board in promotion 0) ihe upcoming Soy Anything show The bond is scheduled lo 
perioim Feb 25 ond tickets go on sole today 
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\ Buy2VHS/DVDs 
Get the 3™6ne FREE!! 
n of V.i I 
COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR 
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE. 
$5 OFF 
Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change 
(with JAC card) 
Bring In this coupon and gal 15.00 off your nail oil change al you neareat participating Jiffy Lube 
Coma In every 3,000 mllee for a Jiffy Lba Signature SarvrceC Ol Change 
■Thle coupon n ontji radeernable at lha Jiffy luba at 1»70 Eael market St Harrtaonburg. VA 
Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change 
$32.99 
- $5.00 
■ No Appo 
- Fr» top off on your way homa* 
National database hoops a 
hnlory of your Jiffy Luba aorvtca* 
$27.99 (with JAC card) 
Hot villd with other offer* Jiffy L.itx Smatun. twvtcatt 
art r-aglalanttf tradamartia of Jiffy Luba into manorial. Inc 
1  1004 AM Rightm fwarvad 
{jP*> 
1870 East Market Street 
across form Valley Mall 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(540) 433-8599 
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Editor Ashley Hopkins 
Editor: Koleigh Moher 
bree2enews@thebreeze.0fg 
(540) 568-8041 
Rice calls on 
students to vote 
for change 
<JVew 6 www.lhebreeze.org Monday, February II, 
DLLARS AND SENSE: PART I 
MONEY SMARTS 
ANY GWLTKYA o-tttuling r^tfopopiW 
Susan Rite. Obomo's foreign policy advisor, addressed 
students ond community Sal morning in HHS. 
BY KATRINA BRAMHA1L 
contributing writo' 
Dr. Susan Rico, made a pit stop at .JMU 
Salurdiiy morning while riding the campaign 
trail with Barack Ohama. Rice. Obama s foreign 
policy advisor addressed dozens of students 
and community members while Ohama MM in 
Richmond for the Democratic Party's annual 
Jefferson Jackson Day dinner. 
The Oxford graduate expressed her com- 
mitment to the Obama campaign to garner 
support for the presidential candidate. She 
said she believes Obama has the ability to 
unite the country, as he has already drawn 
reooid numbers ot young voters to the polls 
and doubled voter turnout in many states. Rice 
thinks Obama s sharp judgment and exhaustive 
professional and life experience give him an 
advantage over his opponents. 
Tvc never been more excited about any- 
thing I've ever worked on in ni\ lite,   she said 
Rice noted that the inherent difference in 
thiscani|>aign versus the others sin- has worked 
on is that everyone partici|xiting in Obama's 
I   ■ntpaljm   Is (tdliliJL     - . I.. -    m   ..     (Itr-v whMollrnH 
edly befleve in the cause. 
In the last sj\ weeks, Rice traveled to Iowa. 
New Hampshire, South Carolina. New Mexico. 
Utah and Georgia, where she canvassed, knock 
IY SEAN SANTIAGO 
Mfl (Klei 
coltoge, vtudrnta have 
■bout.  Money ihuuld 
I b>   monty 
th*?5 ncrti 10 1H- 
Hiwil nirjur to 
nuun*e M but ho«t y.m handle yma 
bdMtior. 
I tunuc i»» 
ptcttlcal* pur 
ararfNHi.  but fhrrr 
—land 
The moat common foriiu of fed 
eraj aid are Stafford h»an*. nf w ruch 
there arc two t>ptm. Both require 
that the applicant have a Free 
Vpphcalion for Federal Student Aid 
on file and both have a fixed inlcr- 
vrt rale 0/ 6.8 percent. The Federal 
I amity education IAMUI i* funded by 
a private hank, credit union or other 
tender, while the MafTord Direct k*an 
is directh funded hy the Depart mrt't 
of Ulucatiuii. 
Both  the  IH1   and  direct  loan 
charge a fee of up to 4 percent on 
the portion «if the U»an torn met* 
rrcri\c in ■ Riven installment. The 
government pass the interest on 
tlu-M- loan* if they an -ubsidi/«d hut 
that furtlier re*»truts itir .tmoiuit ot* 
aid- The tmwt recent annual limits on 
federal financial aid are *t.;,iMj for 
freshmen .*, VHI for sophomitres 
and $5,501) for upper classmen. I nan 
approval tsdeiK'ndent on enrt»Hment 
and academic pcrfitoiiai.ee. 
Prhate loans are granted and 
funded by a hank, credit unioii or 
other lender. Incy usually incur 
much higher intereM rates than 
their federal counterparts and rale* 
fluctuate aCCOrdhlB to market condi- 
tions 
Private loans .tUo imohe high- 
er origination fee*, incurred when 
horrowcrs first lake out the loan. 
Vftcr applying online borrowers can 
expect to see the loan in aa little as 
two to three day>. hut private loans 
are an avenue of laat reaort, accord- 
ingto Barnctt. 
Rather than take on loam* same 
student* turn to credit card*. 
.aretlr      companies     target 
youth* the way credit card compa- 
nies target students." srninr Jcmy 
Baker said. 
seeRICt pegeS uft« .;;««' uc .HM* no. wrn »i. 
OCL mixin' it up for students 
Junior Christina Guglielmo 0 
of TronsitioM in Worren Holl 
BY Will THISDHI 
imior attlw 
.lessu.i Munles haj lieen having 
problems finding someone to sublet her 
apartment. Faccbook hasn't yielded any 
1.-Milts. Mis|ii'isnoin^totr\ (>lt-Campus 
Life's Roommate Mixer VVcdne.sd.ns 
"I'm kind of in a bind right now," 
Montes said. "This is my last resort, hut 
I'm also going to try some more mes- 
sage I "raids 
Outing the mixer, students look 
ing for roommates, whether they have 
a place to live or not, can mingle in 
Transitions  beginning  at  6:30  p.m. 
reshmon Christopher Dtvine ot the Off-Campus life desk located outside 
There will be games to encourage get- 
ting to know each other, as well u pizza 
and drink-. 
1 hi 1st ina (iugliclmo, a junior techni- 
cal and scientific communication major, 
works with (XT.. She said that there was 
a huge turnout during the fall Dlixtf, 
which was tor on-aiid-ott-cainpus liv- 
ing, and hopes for a similar success thus 
time 
"This is great to meet people, espe 
dally for treshmen and sophomores 
who don't have someone to live with 
yet." she said 
OogUebno added that underclass- 
men tend to IH' more extited about the 
mixer. 
"There s mme BMfQ with this 
younger crowd t<x»." she said Tlie\ ie 
energetic and excited about meeting 
new    people    and    fyfringfag    phone 
numbers and email addresses. List tall, 
when the mixer ended at H p m., we li.nl 
to tell people that it was time to go. They 
were still chatting with each other." 
Minar Machhi. I lenlal aieounting 
major, also works for OCT.. She said that 
based on previous mixers, it's alwavs 
surjmsing who will show up, Sometimes 
there will be more people that already 
have a place to live and Deed others to 
live with them, than those who don't vet 
have an apartment. 
There will IK- colored namcta^s to 
Indicate which group students are in 
and to facilitate the meeting pn>ccss. 
Both employees Indieve that the 
mixer often better opportunities to 
students than using outside Internet 
sonrees 
"With a mixer, you pA 1 dunce to 
meet and talk," Machhi said. "It's easier 
to talk in person than through K111.1.I. 
You also get that first impression of 
somcune." 
However, Montes still worries 
that the pRMBM will be difficult at the 
mixer 
I teel lik.- it could IK- kind of awk- 
ward." she said. "Am 1 just supposed to 
walk in and see who 1 can find?" 
Guglielmo agreed that it could be 
uncomfortable initially, but said it 
quickly gets easier 
"It could be awkward at first lor 
some [H'ople.   she said   "W. tr\ to help 
oaittis 
BLADES OF GLORY 
^B^^eViL  i   . ^m >S 
awrence Utomos ond Travis Swon hit rhe rink Thursday night as Skate Jam 2k8 sport 
oied by Students for Minority Outreach Oral hygiene products were collected ot trie 
loor to donate to on Alternative Spring Break group going to Nicaragua 
GAMES: Aramark to serve millions 
GAMES. Irom front 
There will be more than two 
thousand redpi on the mt'tiu, 
includlni Mediterranean and Asian 
rUahea Menus will be displayed in 
Kn^lish. French and Chinaaa 
"Many operations will run 24 
noan 1 da). levea dttyi ■' weak, and 
it will bo very fast-paced ami but) . 
(Ox laid, adding that Ar.1111.irk 
aipccui to aarva roore than :s..rt 
million meals. 
Even though there is uncertainty 
ai t<> nOM innih tree time employees 
will have to explore the country, 
applicants   are  excited   about   the 
poeeibility of going. 
Being j part of the Aramark 
team and the overall Olympic Games 
svill create many lasting memories,11 
Duncan said 
Campise is a native from 
Tianjin, China, which is about 
one hour from Beijing by train. 
She hopes to see her parents, 
siblings and friends if she goes. 
[I - .1 sen special life experience, 
not everyone can go of course, and 
for me it's going home.' Campise 
said. 
=3 
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Madison Momenta 
highlight February 
A new tollttlton ol "Modi- 
son Moments,' is currently avail 
able This online feature, which 
begun in November 2007 spot 
lights events through the first 
100 years of JMU A now col 
lection of Dims will be updated 
each month through the 200/01 
school yen. 
'Madison Moments' can be 
found ot jmmdu/anlnimilal 
ebtalion/momenl! shtml. 
Earth Club hoata taaty 
data auction 
WHEN Thursdoy 6:30 p.m. 
WHERE: TDU 
WHAT: Iho Forth Club is hosting 0 
dote ourtion with a "tasty twist' lid 
on dinner baskets and the winners 
get a dale wrth the chefs 
Following the ouction. Ryan 
Villaneuva will perform Pro 
coeds support the Mountain Jus 
Ike Spring Break program Contod 
KKgitwwWjmu tiu with ques 
lions. 
Assessments take 
place tomorrow 
WHIN luesdoyfeb I? 
WHAT: All students with 4S 
70 earned (tedit hours are 
required to participate in as- 
sessment day. Any students 
who do not attend will be r» 
quired lo lake a makeup test 
on 0 Saturday morning 
Go to /mu eofy/oiKM!- 
men/to find tost times ond 
locations 
Renovated Cafe 
errvkonmentaty friendly 
The University of Virgin 
io recently renovated a Fine 
Arts Cafe lo implement con 
cepts of environmental sus 
taxability located on the 
first floor of Campbell Hall, 
the cafe was redesigned by 
associate professor of archi- 
lectuie Judith Kinnard in 0 
joint effort with the school 
ond U Va dining. 
Tech spends big bucks to 
study parasitic plants 
Virginia lech is undergoing a 
SIS million study on three types 
of parasitic plants, eoch exhibiting 
a different degree lo which it needs 
ils hosl. 
The study, which will focus on 
hard to control weeds that ton harm 
commodity ond food crops in devel- 
oping countries, is funded by ihe No 
tional Science Foundation Plant Ge 
nome Program. 
Professor honored with 
Thomas Jefferson Award 
William S Mary proles 
sor David Holmes will receive 
the Thomas Jefferson Awotd 
for significant service through 
personal activity, influence and 
leadership 
The university is pttsenling 
ihe aword at ihe Charter Day 
ceremony, recognizing his can 
tribulian to the university. 
■I   Monday February 11, 2008   www.thebreeze.org   The Breeze 
Want to write? E-mail breezenews@gmail.com 
Global Gifts...Timeless Treasures 
: 
thcvw 
M-KU    ■
skilled 
■ 
Featuring item* 
\'il1ag<M. 
Qiued 
tana 
anjk hokkt 
Irony Kenya 
(20 
FAIRLY TRADED 
HANDICRAFTS 
731 \li Clinton Pike 
Harrisonburg 
540.433.4880 
Mon-Sa) 9:30-3 
SW^ ^oui8 SqeefeaA V5th Love 
Valentine's Dan... Tkrtku Fetfua^ 14!! 
f^eat ftieflg... (J^at ^leetion... <jr^ Stance.. 
Vietof ft Floral 
454-1222 
is minutes from campus anJ UKA the Jme 
The how to on how to vote 
IY KATIE WHG 
(OHtrtHtM| wnftf 
The Virginia presidential primaries are be- 
ing held tomorrow, and polls will he open from 
6 a.m. to 7 p.m. The candidates appearing on 
the Democratic ballot Include Barack obama. 
DeMll  .1    Kncintch,   Hillary  Clinton.   Josepa 
Biden Jr.. Bill Richardson and John Bdwardl 
Appearing on the Republican ballot are candi- 
dates Ron Paul. John McCain. Fred D. Thomp- 
son. Mike Huckabee. Rudy Giuliani and Mitt 
Romney. Many nominees, such as Kdwards and 
Giuliani, have already announced the end of 
their campaigns. 
Virginia residents who will be iH years of age 
by the Nov. 4, aoofi presidential election are 
eligible to vote in the primaries, provided they 
registered to vote at least 29 days in advance. 
Virginia is an open primary state, so voters are 
not required to declare a party affiliation and 
can choose to vote in either the Republican or 
Democratic primarv. Voting in both is prohib- 
ited. 
To vote in person, one must be voting within 
the cit> or county in which they are registered. 
Those who will be outside their district on the 
designated voting day may apply online for an 
absentee ballot. 
JMU students who are registered to vote 
in Harrisonburg must vote at their designated 
voting precinct. Those unsure about whether 
they have registered or where they should vote 
should contact the Voters Registration Office. 
SDS: It's anti oppression across the board' 
SOS, ftM horn 
organizations, such as JMU Proajesshi-s. KARTH and 
Blue Ridge Earth Fust! 
Ihe group ftirmed late last semester when the JMU 
!V»gn?wTsaitT<kTlt(»lxwinH,aniw»gnia'dSI)SclupttT. 
IVsphe the name change, the group still ftinctions under 
the guise of both organizations In streamlining their 
effiirts to a similar message. 
Sophomore meniltei Jamie C'orayiannis calls it 
"youth solidarity to fight oppression ami mow toward 
a more democratic society." 
'Hie organization's message goes Kick to the 1960s 
when members patched a message of democracy and 
direct action. Many chapters and new messages were 
revived on Martin I-uthcr King Day in 2006. as part of 
growing protests against the MW in Iraq. 
Corayiannis txiiled the many themes down to a 
sini|)le message of tolerance. 
Vl anti oppression across the Ward, no 
(liserinunation against age, sex or sexual ooentatkm." she 
said 
So far, the society has focused on educating 
themselves by participating in a conference in 
Richmond during the first weekend in February as well 
as becoming a nationally recognized chapter of SDS. 
Currently, the group is working on pluming a series 
of events that will occur on campus and throughout 
Harrisonburg's community. In addition to holding 
a free store on the commons each month, the group 
is showing donimentaries in Taylor Down Under. 
Iw fctinf regular meetings in Taylor 302 on Wednesdays 
and getting ready to travel as a chapter to YVasliingtou. 
DC. in March. 
The group is enthusiastic about continuing to 
spread their message, and even received kudos from an 
unusual source. 
"Some parents walked by earlier, and they were 
like. 'What is this?" Green said. "We told them K was 
free stuff and thev were Kke. 'Oh free stuff and SDS! 
What 1 flashback to the 60s!™ 
For more information about SDS contact 
jmiisds(<i gmail. ami. 
DRAG SHOW: Event to be a JMU tradition 
DRAG SHOW, front front 
"A lot of times we feel like we're l>eing used." she 
said. "People call us when they need funding, and when 
the> don't thev liave nothing to do with lav 
This was the first drag show hosted by JMU in 
four years and one of the first to involve a charity'. The 
event has been in the works since Seirtember of last 
year, and Madison Equality hopes to make it an annual 
tradition. 
Traditions and rituals are very important for all 
communities," said Thomas Miller, program assistant 
for the LGBT and Ally education program. "1 think it's a 
way for gay students to become more visiNc 
Micheals said that site thought an annual JMU drag 
show would be a posithe addition to both the college 
and I larrrscHiburg communities. 
"(Harrisonburg) needs to get the community 
invohed. the college invatmL" she said, adding that 
m 1 ■mil dh UM Hantaonfann a (baa shnw ran wmi 
shocking. "It's another form of di\crsit\ 
Raffle tickets were sold through wt the evening. 
and the money raised went to benefit the two charities. 
Students who bought tickets were entered into a 
drawing to win items like a $50 gift certificate to Alley 
Cat. a $50 gift certificate to Hole in the Wall, and a 
Beach Bum Tanning package totaling $190. Even those 
who did not win prizes seemed to have a great time. 
"The drag show was great and so was the music," 
senior Lauren Caskey said. Caskey liad led an 
Alternative Spring Break trip to New Orleans this fall 
.ind said this was the closest she could get a Mardi Gras 
celebration. 
Freshman Jordyn Clark also had a good time at the 
e\i'l)t 
"1 came out to support tl»e cause and the drag 
queens,  she said 
Then- will be more opportunities to slww support 
in the near future. Sabrina B will be hosting another 
drag slww to benefit the Valley AIDS Network on 
Mairh 15 at theliievSirnms Auditorium The event is 
o|ien to the community and JMU studentsnn•wlnnii. 
to attend. 
WCMf YOU ©ABO M TH mWMWlg, JMU 
JMU participates in the National Survey of Student Engagement 
to learn more about JMU students' experiences 
and to see how we compare with peer institutions 
on a variety of measures. Previous results have led to 
improvements with advising, student-faculty contact,   . 
and an expanded Writing Center.Your help is needed 
in identifying additional areas in which JMU can improve. 
The survey is administered on-line 
to a random sample of first- and senior-year students. 
If you are included in the sample, 
please complete the survey. 
What can YOU do to improve JMU? 
Take a few minutes and fill in 
a few circles on your computer. 
^^^^
n
•'
oencn, 
•,, 
' For questions about the NSSE survey 
contact Randy Mitchell 
Associate Vice President for Student Success 
at 568-3787 or mitcherlPimu.edu 
I 
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RICE: Students debate Obama's chances 
tW.lr.-3 
ing on doors to encourage people to vote and 
to gather support for Obama. 
Rice said that the six most recent polls 
show Obama defeating McCain if the presi- 
dential election were held today. She added 
Obama would win by a much larger margin 
than Clinton, which she said is necessary for 
uniting a country and achieving change. 
"Barack Obama is all about the politics of 
addition rather than the potitics of division," 
Rice said. 
She said this means captivating not 
only Democrats, but also Independents and 
Republicans, to create real change. 
Rice said that if Obama is sworn in as 
president next January, the world will take 
note. Other countries will see our growth and 
have a newfound respect for our country. 
"College campuses are crucial for us," 
Rice said urging students to vote and bring 
friends to the polls Tuesday. 
Although many of the people attending 
the lecture Saturday morning were clear sup- 
porters of Obama, others were critical. They 
had tough questions involving the current 
state of Iraq, allocating finances and possible 
future threats such as Russia. 
Rice ended with a strong message. 
"You all get to decide," she said. "You all 
get to go to the polls on Tuesday and decide 
if we're going back to the future... or if you 
want fundamental profound and visionary 
change. 
Rice served as John Kerry's foreign poli- 
cy adviser during the 2004 presidential elec- 
tion, and was assistant secretary of state for 
African Affairs from 1997 to 2001. She was 
also special assistant to President Clinton 
and the Senior Director of African American 
Affairs at the National Security Council from 
1995 to 1997- 
Vote on our online poll at thebreeze.org 
OCL Students COnnectj MONEY: Tips for saving money and improving credit in college 
N,hal 
some people," she said "We try to help 
but it's hard for us, too, to keep everyone 
in the room, calm, and just talking." 
She advised students to open up 
and enjoy the opportunity to meet oth- 
ers. 
"After not even an hour, you 
can meet so many different people," 
(kiglielmo said. "You'll probably find at 
least one that would be convenient. The 
first five people could be sketchy, but 
the next five could be great. With online 
searches, you might have men who are 
27 and speak no R lglish respond. This 
is a better way to meet people, and to 
also continue to correspond." 
While walking around the room at 
previous mixers, Machhi noticed that 
some people made immediate connec- 
tions. She recommends students to 
come early to have more chances to 
meet more people. 
"You don't want to get stuck Irving 
with someone you don't like," Machhi 
said. 
MONEY, from 3 
College can be a time to deveiop credit history, 
so that when students graduate they wiD be eligible 
for the lowest rates on everything from home loans 
to leases, but bad choices have the potential to 
haunt them for the rest of their lives. 
The most commonly referenced credit scoring 
system is the F1CO score, which breaks down into 
five components: the amount of debt in ratio to 
combined credit limits, the length of the credit his- 
tory, the amount of new credit recent))' applied for 
and the types of credit in use. The most important 
factors are payment history and the amount of debt 
a user is carrying. The ratio of balances to limits 
should be around 25 to 30 percent. Not paying 
other bills on time, such as utilities or a cell phone 
bill, can negamrry affect FICO scores. 
Loans are a type of credit, so it is possible to 
develop a credit history without using a credit card. 
For people who don't have a loan yet or are unsure 
that they can use credit wisely, secured credit cards 
are an option. Secured cards require the user to 
make a deposit, the amount of which becomes the 
lnr it they can charge. 
Introductory offers eventually expire and paying 
off one's balance in fuD every month is the only way 
to avoid paying exorbitant interest rates after the 
grace period ends. As with everything efae in life, read 
the fine print For more information on using credit 
wisely, visit myFICOxom and oanArah7.com. 
This article is the first in a thrre-pari series 
that will ctosety examine money management 
tools Jbr students. Check back in the coming weeks 
Jbr the next installment of the series. 
©   ®5*^* 
Peruvian   Restaurant 
Traditional Peruvian Dishes 
Charcoal   Broiled   Rutisserie 
Chicken   served  with 
Authentic   Sides: 
'r«nch  ft ii", 
.-el  t i< '• 
-mashed  potatoes-cole  slaw 
Daily   Spocialsl 
Open 10 9 Daily - Deliver)   Available 
20% Discount w/Student ID 
slefl '"•   i •   v\ i - H'bi 
540-432-1 31 3 
DUKE DOG: High school cheerleader becomes JMU mascot 
DUKE DOG, from front 
(W-snf<R(ithn-ighanvt(iniulph>N)calmiininn" 
Despite uTednVuJfy.danand for the job is high. 
"I was transferring to JMU last year and was 
looking for on-campus jobs." Finnigan said. 
"My mom found the 'Duke Dog' position and 
recommended it to me. I loved the idea! I figured 
that since I was a cheerleader and mascot in 
high school, it would be a perfect job for me. 
It is an awesome, extraordinary honor to 
represent the JMU community. I love every 
second of it!" 
The 
Female 
Orgasm 
by tsoria*. Solot § Marshall Miller 
A funny, educational program about sexuality and pleasure. 
Tnoro will bo loto ofhumor, plenty of nonosty and an underlying 
message of sexual health and women's empowerment. 
February 12th 8 p.m. 
Festival Ballroom 
BOMBAY COURTYARD 
Indian Cuisine 
opei-v to -people of all genders. 
Mature Audi-e^es. 
For more Information go to 
http://upbjmu.edu or 
http://www. sexualityeducation .com 
viii. 
University Program Board 
James Madison University 
"digerati 
we fix computers 
540.437.3737 
Computer Repair Virus/Spyware Removal Laptop Repair 
Data Recovery Reformat/Reinstall 
Look! A Free Thing! 
look tempting? 
...call us first 
Gift Certificate 
TO: Free Diagnostic 
AuthortMd B, 
Idigerati 
540 437.3737 
E«p*«i 3/1/3006 
>MHnMBIi   >'   »»**"«-■*-.* - -■ "»»'   UlllMH     * ■'- 
BO M BAY CO U RTYA RD 
Indian < tnwn. 
MARVINt. SI I III N I NIGH n 
50% OFF 
"Jo ",'''"'       ' very Tuesday Night      Bfkm 2/29/08 
BE A PART OF 
JMU'S CENTENNIAL 
Don't miss your 
chance to get in The 
Breeze's Centennial 
Celebration Guide 
on March 13th! 
Deadline: February 21 
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You STILL HAVE TIME! 
APPLY NOW TO 
STUDYABROAD 
THIS SUMMER OR FALL 
OPEN PROGRAMS FOR SUMMER 2008 AND FALL 2008 
Semester in LONDON 
Study in Europe's most cosmopolitan city 
while you live at JMU's own Madison House 
Semester in FLORENCE 
Be among the first to have classes in 
JMU's 16th Century Palazzo Capponi as 
you study in the cradle of the Renaissance 
Semester in SALAMANCA 
Enjoy the city's enchanting medieval character 
as you study at a university nearly 800 years old 
FOR APPLICATION INFORMATION 
GO TO THE OIP WEB SITE AT 
WWW.JMU.EDU/INTERNATIONAI-/ABROAD/FORMS.SHTML 
OR EMAIL STUDYABROAD@JMU.EDU 
DON'T DELAY 
i 
Editor: Anna Young 
opinion@thebreeze.org 
(540) 568-3846 
Letters to the Editor 
In defense of the disciplines 
After reading "Grievances against GenEds" on Jan. 31, I 
almost crawled into my bed and sobbed. General Education 
serves a very relevant purpose-whet her they offer enough of 
a course variety is another question altogether. Whatever the 
case, the truth is that we can adopt a genuine appreciation (and 
resulting skill) for subjects outside our major, and we should. 
Multidisciplinary scholarship and exposure is key to survival in 
any professional arena. (A person not schooled in some busi- 
ness, communication or technology is almost destined to work 
beneath someone who is.) 
We must abandon any negative stereotypes resulting from 
bad experiences with these subjects in high school. Baok then 
we received instruction from educators, but at JMU, this insti- 
tution of higher learning, we are lectured by academics, Khol 
ars and researchers-leaders in their field. Inherent to them is 
an indelible enthusiasm for their subject, which they attempt to 
rub off on their students with varying success. The only advice 
I can offer is to try to appreciate the topic. JMU's mission is to 
produce "enlightened citizens." Renaissance men and women, 
not people who believe that "unrelated" disciplines simply have 
nothing to offer. 
In specific defense of the sciences. I cannot argue that the 
course material initially may seem to lack practicality and ap- 
plication. However, what they accomplish well, by any measure, 
is teaching us how to think logically, abstractly and analytically, 
and is indispensable to students from any discipline. 
Laurence Lewis 
senior physics major 
Borock ond his barrage of young supporters 
The candidacy of Barack Obama has excited a whole new 
generation of previously disinterested young Americans. As 
stirring as this youthful involvement portends for the future, 
some older members of the Democratic Party seem averse to 
joining the movement and instead expect these young people 
to temper their idealism and switch allegiance to a candidate of 
their elders' choosing. 
This is not going to happen and if the incipient enthusiasm 
of these young people is squelched, the bulk of the newly in- 
volved will drift into the dead center of an empathic public that 
has little faith in any political party's capacity to set this nation 
on a path that bodes a more promising and inclusive future for 
working and middle class, and destitute Aim-mans 
Before Democrats let this happen, best they remember John 
F. Kennedy's 1961 inaugural charge to the citizens of those 
times: "Let the word go forth from this time and place, to friend 
and foe alike, that the torch has been passed to a new genera- 
tion of Americans." 
Sam Osborne 
West Branch, Iowa 
Submit Darts & Pats online at fnebreeze.org or 
e-mail Darts & PaLs to breededpia hotmail.com. 
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and are 
printed on a spacv-available basis. Submissions are 
based upon one person's opinion of a given situ~ 
ation. person or event, and do not necessarily 
refltit the truth. 
A-hills-and-stick-shift-are-like-peanut-butter-and-pick- 
les" pat to the girl whose truck stalled at the light on Port 
Republic Road and South Main Street. 
From a fellow 8tick-sh\fier who knows how embarrassing 
it is to stall, but thinks you pulled it off in style. 
A "see-if-we-wish-you-well -on -your- birthday" dart to my 
RA who didn't make my roommate a "Happy Birthday" sign 
even though one was given to everyone else on my floor who 
had a birthday. 
From an upset freshman who thinks you let your feelings 
get in the way of doing your job. 
An "I'm-glad-I-was-a-part-of-your-experience" pat to the 
girl who before Wednesday had never had a bagel in Einstein 
Bros. Bagels. 
From a bagel-loving sophomore who hopes you enjoyed 
your bagel as much as she did. 
A "try-to-pretend-you're-adults" dart to my peers who are 
constantly sarcastic and snotty to our professor. 
From a senior girl with the maturity to realize that mak- 
ing fun of a teacher stopped being funny after middle school 
and expects more out of students. 
An "ril-make-you-a-roast-beef-sandwich-any-day" pat to 
the boy at I > Hall who gave me the most beautiful smile when 
he realized we got the exact same fixings on our sandwich. 
From a senior girt who hopes to have another roast beef 
rendezvous with you soon. 
A"20-minutes-50-seconds,-2i-minutes-43-scconds,- 
22-niinutes-30-seconoV dart to the fraternity who held a 
walkathon at Festival Saturday morning. 
From a Chesapeake Hall resident who didn't care to hear 
you scream the finish time of every participant through a 
microphone while she was trying to sleep. 
A"pinch-mc-if-you're-rear pat to my boyfriend, who is 
waiting on me hand and foot during my bout with this current 
JMU flu virus. 
From a starry-eyeti so/i/iomorp who is dazed by your 
gracious attentiveness and all of the get-well drugs you have 
heron. 
Editorial Board: 
Man- Frances (Varsty, editor in cliicl 
Evan Dyson, managing editor 
Anna Young, opinion editor 
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the 
opinion of the newspaper, this staff or the university. 
sJMMcm 
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Yes, we can, with Obama 
A call for change, and the role of youth voters in this year's election 
Nearly 40 yean igo 1 man led * cam- 
paign of hope.   This 111,111 saw lii-. nation 
as divided. He saw Ins country's soldiers 
stranded in ih> middle of ■ wai main- 
tained by politicians who had not the 
courage, nor the political willpower la 
bring aboul its end He saw workera with* 
out jobs, an economy faltering and fami 
lies desperatel\ seeking hetlei lives loi 
their children. 
This man iBVI I lie ineptitude o( policies 
fueled by racial bigotrv •Ini' I''1'1    He IB« 
1 close-minded foreign poUc) hampering 
the ability of his great nation to lead the 
world in bringing aboul change* fol the 
betterment of airpcoplcv 
In this time of tremendous turmoil 
and strife, this man decided to Itand with 
great courage and COUpaaskH] He de- 
cided 10 rise above the drVUnortl tearing 
his country apart and to extend an out- 
stretched hand to every American who 
BOUght Change for the better. This man 
was Robert I*. Kenned) 
We are embroiled in mam of the same 
problem*. Mofroutad m Unericana |0 
years ago and. like our predecessors, we 
seek change. We desire .1 brand of change 
capable of uniting Americans from all 
walks of life in order to take on the chal- 
lenges of today, while preparing for the 
problems of tomorrow. 
1 take the liberty of ipeaUng tor all 
in our age group when I say that regard- 
less of what candidate we want in office, 
we are tired of the partisan bickering that 
has handicapped our political lyatem for 
far too long. 
The evidence of this desire for change 
and progress is in the numbers. Across 
the nation voter turnout has exceeded all 
expectations. Amongst those numbers are 
millions of new voters from age 18-10-30. 
In some states, such as Georgia and Ten- 
Dessee, these voters have tripled and even 
quadrupled from years past. 
A large percentage 01 these votes have 
been call KM Sen. Obama. line in no small 
part to his energetic campaign which hai 
called for 1 resurgence or hope and a new 
era ot politics. The senator from Illinois, 
without overtly claiming so. has taken 
over the Kennedy legacy by gaining en- 
dorsements from Sen. Ted Kennedy, his 
son Rep. Patrick Kennedy, and Caroline 
Kennedy, daughtei of the late President 
John F. Kennedy. 
...Obama has stood tall 
yet humble as a voice for 
all Americans, regardless of 
race, gender, creed or party. 
99 
However, his calls for unification and 
an end to polarized government, as well as 
his pledges to provide healthcare and fiscal 
support for working Americans who need 
it most-have done more to assume this 
legacy than any endorsement ever could. 
Sen. Obama has constantly been con- 
fronted with accusations of inexperience 
or an inability to make tough decisions. 
He has faced attacks by a former presi- 
dent willing to sacrifice his legacy to score 
points in a heated primary season. Politi- 
cal pundits from across the nation have 
sought to undermine his message by at- 
tacking Obama s liberal vieva or by de- 
scribing his goal of unified government as 
otherworldly or unattainable. 
Yet through it ail. Obama has stood 
tall yet humhle as I voice tor all Ameri- 
cans, regardless Of race, gender, creed or 
party. He has risen to the podium over 
and over again not as a politician seek- 
ing victory, but as a simple man from a 
common background desiring to fulfill his 
duty to his country. He is not in this race 
to bring down his opponents or to elevate 
his own stains-he is in it to unite our na- 
tion around a quest for Change. 
Tomorrow Virginia will hold its own 
primary and the eyes of the nation will be 
upon us as we take to the polls. If you live 
in relatively close proximity to your polling 
place—go and vote. Professors and faculty, 
it your students must miss a class or even 
an assessment test to cast their ballot- 
think long and hard about your own youth- 
ful desires to stand up and be counted. At 
no other time in our young lives has our 
enfranchisement been so important. 
Oo not let your desire to participate 
stop at the polls. Organize, contribute, 
volunteer and speak out for the candidate 
of your choosing. The spirit of change 
pervading our country goes hand in hand 
with a desire to participate in our demo- 
cratic process. It is indeed a magnificent 
moment in history to be alive. This is our 
election. It is our time to determine our 
nation's future. 
A video compiled by Obama support- 
ers and available on his Web site is entitled 
"Yes, We Can." With a spirit of optimism 
and hope, our generation is perched upon 
the precipice of our destiny. By having faith 
in our system and in our leaders we can do 
all things great and small—yes, we can. 
Patrick Callahan is a senior political 
science major. 
fhrough the Looking Glass | sAWHDEUA,»nio(writtr 
Which is the 
On the recent downazhgof male models 
Alxmt this lime last year, modehng agen. ie> 111 Spain, Italy 
MU\ so4 m thereafter in the tinted States were required to measure 
the 1MKI\ mass index ot all of their female models. This was ID It 
tempt to dissolve the unhealthy image the fashion world and all of 
tboae Involved wen obtaining by letting taller versions of Nicole 
Richie walk down the nmwa) Apparently, while all of their ef- 
rts and attentions were focused on the health ol female models, 
the men decided to make the most of the skinny trend and started 
to weigh dramatically less. 
Making efforts to change the weight and appearance of mod- 
els aw sparked last l-'ehruarv with the death of Kliana Kamos, 18, 
a model who died from a heart attack Her death was shadowed 
by the memOf) ol hei -aster l.uisel. 22. n model who died in Au- 
gust 200(1 shortly after a fashion show in Montevideo, also ROCfl 
a heart attack. Thankf'ulK, there have been some change- in the 
fashion world since then. However, these only appear to be apply- 
ing to women—not men. 
The problem is the same: Too many modi .> have eating disor 
ders while projecting an unhealtln image that the public interprets 
as modern day beauty—the only difference is the gender which is 
perpetuating this problem. The average weight for *>-foot-1 uuh 
male models is around 155 pounds 
George Brown of Red Model Management stales. II the) sa> 
1H8 or 190 I pounds |. I know we can't UM them." This more often 
than not includes males who are muscular, not fat. 
It's not 1 surprise that males m the bunion industry are now 
facing the same problem females have since British fashion icon 
wTHINNtl.potiS 
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Have something to say about the opinion section? 
Submit letters to the editor at breemof£nioii@>gnudLcom. 
TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
1940") PlatinumO.TJcts. Diamond Ring 
Center-Round 0.61cls Sll G 
This Week $1700 
'AUofourdk i ukiih\ an on OqffGlA Diamond Graiuati 
Visit u> ill ~5 S Court Souan H&lisonbuig or uuu tncbonejeitvln' com 
Info for New Students... 
A Guide for Parents... 
A Resource for Faculty & Staff... 
Only Madison 101 Provides All Three! 
Madison 101 is an orientation guide, featuring 
everything you need to know about JMU and the 
Harrisonburg area. 
Madison I0l is published April 25th 
(6,500 copies, distributed all over campus) 
Madison 101 only comes out ONCE A YEAR! 
Call for your space NOW! 
The Breeze: 568-6127 
THINNER: Male models are the 
'new skinny' in the industry 
THINNER from poge / 
Twiggy made being skinny the greatest thing since 
ehimp-free mascara. American fashion follows suit 
with European trends and what's in right now is 
less muscle and more skin-tight bodies showing off 
a little rib. Looking at the American music industry 
it's not shocking that the rock gods mules in MD1 
posed to emulate are pale, super skinny and weigh 
less than the young groupies hanging on them. 
This isn't meant to be a man-eating-manifesto 
in which women can now sit back, laugh, and let 
males endure the same body image issues, we've 
been dealing with since we were 13; rather, we 
should welcome them to the club. 
Half the problem is the demand to appear at- 
tractive in the confining definition of what beauty 
is right now. The other matter at hand is one Kelly 
Cutrone, the founder of People Revolution, a fash- 
ion branding and production company, brings 
up; "People are afraid to look over 21 or make any 
statement of what it means to be adult." 
In an industry where looking young for as long 
as possible is the ultimate goal, it's no wonder that 
(his once double standard now equally applies to 
both ladies and gents. As much we'd like to think 
that this disease of eating half meals and sweating 
at the gym until one cant anymore is contained in 
the realm of fashion, these problems seep down 
into the average person's every day life. 
By the time we get to college our acne has fi- 
nally cleared up, our hormones are a little more in 
check, and physical awkwardness is now replaced 
with social awkwardness. No matter how young we 
are or how beautiful others find us to be, if we stand 
outside the box of what current beauty is (no matter 
how unhealthy it may be), we question our worth as 
individuals. Perhaps now that both genders are be- 
ing judged we can finally realize that beauty is in 
the eyes of the beholder—not our measurements. 
Surah Delia is an English and art history major. 
CLEAR UP OLD DEBTS WITH US. 
Leaders in debt consolidation. 
Low Interest Personal, Business, or Mortgage Loans. 
Good or bad credit accepted. 
Self employed/employed. 
No hidden fees. 
Free consultation & 1 hour pre-approval. 
Call today 1-866-210-6802 
•ask (or Carol Marshall. 
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Clnnamoa Star 
$1.00 off 
Winter Drink Specials 
* Mint Chocolate Ripple 
# Cinnamon RoH Mocha Lafte 
• Snickert Lane 
» Coconut Candies Char 
all day exp. 2/29/08 
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you'll have the flexibility 
to reach your goals. 
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cottage 
Tranquil antique shop on South Avenue 
is one of the best kept secrets in Harrisonburg 
BY MEGAN WILJAMS 
tmt a&e eo..c* 
The Cottage ttea hidden between two larger buildings on South 
.\M'mic II i eat) u- mlas, eapedaH) it you're not looking for it. But 
tboee who have ventured inside the unique and eclectic store have 
diaooverad onaol tfaa beat kepi ■aaratanfthe 'Kurt. 
Voted the beat gilt shop In Thv Ikiily Xews-Record, The Cottage 
BlCO-OWlied In Michael L>gan MU\ Nancy Kollman, whose husband 
teaches in the eomimmicitiotis studies department at JMU.   Tliey 
have been in buaineaa for two-and-a-half years. 
"We had the OppOttuntt) lor the building,'' Kollman said. "My 
partner's parents owned the building, his great grandfather built the 
building and ii was silling etnntj and we thought it waa the [x'rfect 
setting tor a peal stoie." 
The brief description of The Cottage, which appears on their 
bags, describee Ihdi merchandiae aa "vintage namitnra and accesso- 
ries, wonderful gifts and cool junk ' These eight words pretty much 
sum up the products that The Cottaffl sells, but doesn't portray the 
experience of shopping there. 
The store is set up like the downetaira of a small 
house, with rooma landing off from the foyer. One 
room containing antique kitchenware and painted 
glassware is complete with a cotintortop and sink. A 
faux fireplace sits in the main room and is adorned 
with picture frames and plants. Signs with familiar 
layingi mch as "Home AW.IV From Hone" and "Be- 
lieve" till the walls It lakes a few trips through all the 
rooms to examine the sxtflnsh e amount of furniture, 
picture frames, lamps. luniks, hemse ware and piles of 
old baseballs, pool balls, buttons and jewelry. 
Kollman desei ifbst the mix as "a nice blend of old 
and new. 
Just when it SSSttM like there is nothing left to 
sec. open the drawers to the antique rfatSSftM and 
desks and enatomera will find even more. There is 
also a quaint backyard housing some largei items 
such as vintage bicycles, ladders, weathered fur- 
niture and watering cans  Ivy climbs up the trees. 
The Cottage 
197 South Ave. 
(540)438-0545 
Wed.-Sat. 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
while a wooden walkway and pond complete the tranquil scene. 
There la even B small potting shed. 
The merchandise at The Cottage is about as original as it comes. 
"We buy things from local artists, we do consignment, sometimes 
we buy old estates... we do flea markets, we do dumpster diving and 
then paint things," Kollman >-ai<J 
Kollman and Wqtan will fretmenth sab a*e old pieces i if furniture and 
then re-design them by painting them and adding their own touch. The 
cashier counter was once a bar thai the two owners spent a day painting 
and nailing planks, doorknobs, key sarul antique licenses plates. 
That counter is going to get as in a maga/ine one day." Kollman said. 
Perhaps because of the unusual methods Kollman and Logan use to 
acquire their pieces, the prices ire reasonable, and some could even be 
called a bargain. The cost of most glassware ranges from $3 to $io and 
vintage jewelry from $2 to $8. Ttie furniture, which in other antique stores 
can be quite expensive, is still affordable A mint green coffee table that 
Kollman and Logan salvaged has a map of Harrisonburg akmg with old 
postcards pasted on the top, and is priced at $400. There are also many 
items marked as much as 50 percent off. 
The Cottage's clientele ranges from students, to locals, to out of town- 
ers, to parents < >t students 
"We have young |>eople. old people, people who 
drive In and sa\ I time h\ here everydaj and it looks 
so cute and I just bad to come in.'Kollman said. 
The store has also played host to groups doing 
fundraisers. JMt' professor Toni Whitficld's com- 
munication class did a group project/fundraiser out 
in the backyard, according to Rollman. The Cottage 
has also done shows for local artists 
Kollman and Logan receive new items every 
week. It's never the same store twice." One of the 
rooms houses product! (bat have come in and need 
repair or priced, before they can go on sale in the 
store. It contains shelves packed with bottles and 
buttons and baskets. A coat rack stands in the cor- 
net Kollman remarks on it saying, " I came in one 
day and it was there 
The Cottage is open Wed   through Sat. 10 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. it is located at 197 Sooth Kvt 
\ 4 Hflh   i L   j^k 
•    H J~T in J   UBV 1 HI   1    la 
BMenfl      snUn'     1   .^UssnV                 IMI      B      1 
r    ahiN 
Bnr^f^^f^^^sni                         LYr    " 
fc?5_»- 
phom by (tfOUK DAWS/s«fl photofc*!* 
The Collage (top) «lh 0 variety of merchandise such as furniture, houwwore. books, plants and 
jewllry, with 0 mix of old and new Outside the store (above) is a quaint garden where larger items 
such os vintage twydw are kept The (ottoge is celebrating Valentine's Day by selling 0 wide 
selection of pink and red flowers, glasses, candles and picture frames (left) 
Theatre II play takes 
look at human nature 
'Summer' considered minimalist ploy 
with only one ad, two monologues 
IV SMAH MOOR! 
(ontnbutng wtitei 
Suddenly Last 
Summer 
rnVttlft 
$3w/JAC 
8 p.m. 
Theatre II 
"This play is sensual, it's sexual, it's every part of hu- 
manity you can imagine," said Stephanie Ganacoplos, 1 
senior theatre and dance major and director of Theater 
II s latest production "Suddenly Ust Summer" by Ten- 
nessee Williams. 
She added that the play is "desperate, it's violent, it's vi- 
cious. " These are fitting descriptc »rs since the content ofllieittn1 
II plays tend to explore a wide range of issues and material. 
"The content itself is beautifully disturbing... I think 
the beautiful part is it's disturbing because it is humanity," 
Ganacoplos said. 
Williams is best known for his Pulitzer Pri/e-winnmg 
plays "A Streetcar Named Desire" and Tat on 1 Hot Tea 
Roof,'* but "Suddenly Ust Summer" is markedly st.irker. The 
single-act play is mostly comprised of two mouologuo ami 
is performed by only seven characters. Despite tins minimal 
ism, junior Laura Webb, who plays Violet 
Venerable, said that the play manages to 
pack in "layer upon layer of discovery. 
Every rehearsal, every time 1 perform it I 
discover something new about it which I 
think is very cool." 
Despite her appreciation for the 
play now, Ganacoplos said she was 
initially averse to directing "Suddenly 
Last summer" because of a version she 
saw performed a couple of years ago. 
"The production was very villain' and 'victim.' I saw 
that director's vision and I hated that vision and I hated 
it." Ganacoplos said. 
"It's a piece of creative writing. It is Williams. In this 
play, he allows the reader to think critically of him... I 
think this is Tennessee Williams at his most vulnerable 
and most critical of himself, but not cynical." 
This vulnerability, Ganacoplos said, should l>e very evi- 
dent to the audience. In "Suddenly Last Summer." Tennes- 
see Williams created his character Sebastian to raflacl com- 
plex and sometimes unflattering aspects of his own n.ituiv. 
"We were forced to think critically and reflect and«tpen t*> 
and be vulnerable to each other, which as actors lint's lunl 
to do because you have to show that onstage... but w a M ob- 
serves," Ganacoplos said. 
Webb said that this was the most difficult and most re- 
warding part of playing her character. 
Her desire is that the audience will walk away bom the 
play and ask, "What is evil, what is good? What is iiunipa 
lative and what is just desperation?" 
With only four weeks to rehearse, it was a "struggle." 
according to Webb. But now the actors express their an 
t inp.it ion of the play's opening. 
"I'm excited about opening. I definitely think we are 
ready," Webb said. 
Stand-up comedy 
gets full-length film 
Vince Vaughn and his comedic gang 
take on the Wild West on screen 
6V JUSTIN THURMOND 
ItlHnitat 
Wild West 
Comedy Show 
*** 
Starring Vincr 
Vaughn. 
Released Feb. S 
It's not often you see stand-up comedy show movies 
anymore. Mostly because they don't work, the at h action 
of stand-up comedy is to be there live. Movie-. o| oomse 
can't deliver that same live feeling so most turn out to bv 
boring and a waste of two hours. However, Vince Vaughn's 
new take on the stand-up comedy movie does work bf* 
cause you get more than just a stage show. 
With Vince Vaughn ("Wedding Crashers") .tcting a« 
chaperone and front man, four young 
up-and-coming stand-up comedians 
travel with him across the country. 
They do 30 shows in 30 days in 30 cit- 
ies that span from Hollywood all the 
way to Atlanta. Each offers a different 
style of comedy. They deliver a show 
like none other with every stop they 
make. 
In "Wild West Comedy Show: 30 
Days & 30 Nights-Hollywood to the Heartland* the audi- 
ence is introduced to four new comedians: Ahmed Mimed, 
Bret Ernst, John Caparulo and Sebastian Manisr.ilco make 
up the foursome that headline the comedy tour Although 
each one is funny in his own way, none com|xire to Vaughn 
in the movie. The movie isn't really about Vaughn .is much 
as it is about the other four. But when he takes the stage >mi 
can't help but get excited. 
Although the stand-up parts are funny, they aren't) 
the main focus of the film. Most of the footage and huntor 
comes from the bus trips and the backstage shenanigans. 
The audience get to see Vaughn make local r.ulio inter 
views from his cell phone while he's in bed on the bin. 
You get to meet most of the families of the comediani. 
You get to see people coming together to pull off .1 show 
even when the odds are against them. It's a nm\ir about 
stand-up comedians, not a stand-up comedian movie. 
Another aspect of the movie that makes it strong 
is that every show they do is new and fresh. Special ap- 
pearances from Justin Long ("Dodgeball"). Jon lavreau 
("Swingers"), Keir O'Donnell ("Wedding Crashers") nnrl 
even country-star-turned-actor Dwight Yoakam < Ci .ink") 
ensure that something outrageous was happening each 
show. 
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Rlel Mignon   < Irilled with Port Sauca 
Salmon   Oven Poach with Strawberry/Mint Champagne 
Chicken Chasseui < trilled Chicken Breail 
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Ht-MURAM     * 
A. I \\ I-KS 
Get the Hotion flavor down toutk. 
25 
1625 East Market St 
Harritonburg, VA 22801 
540.433.1870 
Don't Forget... 
Mention this ad 8c receive... 
%OFF 
any sandwich, salad or entree 
with purchase of a beverage 
with JAC Card 
Not valid with any other promotion. 
 expire 2/29/08 
rft Jwfcj 
TJ       Restaurant 
k     Banquet Facility 
Perfect for Lunch or Dinner 
380 University Blvd.   Located across from Regal Cinemas     564-2988 
YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL! 
GREAT PRICE, GREAT LOCATION, GREAT SERVICE 
The Mill 
APARTMENTS A  M 
>• Free Cable/Ethernet (some fees req'd) 
>• Huge Furnished 4 Bedrooms/2 Baths 
>• Laundry/Storage Room in Each Apt 
> 4 Flat Blocks to Campus 
> Free Bus to Campus for JMU Students 
> 24-Hour Emergency Service 
> Some Pets Welcome- Ask For Details 
CALL TODAY FOR 2008-2009 
AVAILABILITY 
11-A South Avenue 
Harrisonburg 
540-438-3322 
DROP BY: 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm 
Sat 10am-2pm 
TAKE A VIRTUAL TOUR 24/7 
APPLY ONLINE 
www.themillapts.com 
Email: themillapts@yahoo.com i=r 
Tool's Gold' all eye candy 
McConaughey, Hudson reunite in another romantic comedy 
BY HEATHER NORTON 
Doily Bruin  
LOS ANGELES — If eye candy is > our delight. 
PboTfl trolil" is your mow, but expect little more 
than that. This new romantic comedy etarring the 
half-naked duo of Matthew McConaughcv and 
K.tlf Hudson leaves audiences wondering who the 
real tool is. Is it McConaughey? Hudson? Nope ... 
it's you. 
After their more appealing romantic coined) 
"How to liose a Guy in 10 Days." McConaughey 
and Hudson team up again in I ft emmglv endless 
search for gold. 
McConaughey is Ben "Finn'  Plnnegan, the 
broke bead) bum living the life of an unsuccessful 
treasure hunter, and Hudson is'less Finncgan. the 
semi-studious blonde bombshell trying to get bar 
life back together after lu-i einolion.ilh and finan- 
cially draining marriage. The two find theniselws 
it-united in their seemingly never-ending pursuit 
for the 18th century Queen's Dowry. 
Reconciling in the tropical islands o| Kc\ Waal 
to finali/r their divorce, I barefoot, braised and 
broke Finn presents 'less with his latest finding. ,i 
t'hie that could lead them to the treasure the) wvrv 
hunting years ago. 
However. Tess. I<x>king t*> put her mistake of a 
marriage In-hind her. resists Finn's proposal and 
letunis tO her most recent |ofa .is | stewardess 
aboard the yacht of billionaiie Nigel Hon.uutt. 
played by the overqualified I>onald Sutherland. 
With gold on his mind. Finn swindles his way 
aboard the yacht through his unrealistic but none- 
theless gallant efforts to save the precious hat of 
Sutherland's obnoxious and spoiled daughter 
Gemma, played by Alexis Dziena. Sure enough, 
Finn makes it aboard the yacht, to Tess's shock 
anddJetreai 
After an ovcrlv detailed description of the 
step-by-step history behind the Queen's Dowry. 
Honeycutti looking to win (he love of his short- 
attention-spanned daughter, agrees to fund Finn 
and Tess's hunt. 
However, Finn, it seems, has made more foes 
than friends over the years and soon finds himself 
fighting fellow treasure hunter Moe Fitch, played 
In Raj Wlnstone, and running from stereotypi- 
cal tapper Bigg Bunny (player] by Kevin Hart), 
to whom be is indebted, and who coincident,i!l\ 
owns the very island on which the dowry may lie. 
Though McConaughey and Hudson may be 
aaaj on the eves.tiu-writing is painful to the cor as 
laughter comes few and forced between the over- 
used jokes about Finns expertise in the sack and 
the numerous scenes of him overcoming ridicu- 
lous near death experiences (guess those hours at 
the gym paid off). 
Though a successful duo in their previous film 
together, it appears that McConaughey and Hud- 
son fail at their second feature film attempt. For 
despite the bournV treasure troving and gold dig- 
ging, this film is more appropriately characterized 
as lacklustei 
If one is seeking a romantic comedy. "Fool's 
Gold" offers little of either adjective. One-hun- 
dred-, md-thirteen minutes with shirtless Mc- 
OOPanahe) and MMnied Hudson could be worse 
spent, but you'd need a treasure map to find such 
BB activity 
Crow meets crossroads with 'Detours' 
New album represents a turning point in artist's life, career 
BY BEN FISHER 
Emory Whed 
ATLANTA — The appiopriateh tilled new al- 
bum from Sheryl Crow, EMoure, finds the artist at 
a major crossroads in hei recording career. 
The past few years have been tumultuous times 
for this veteran singer/songwriter. She was diag- 
nosed with and survived breast cancer, she dealt 
with a high-profile spht BromTourde Prance legend 
Lance Armstrong and she adopted her first child, a 
son named Wyatt. Following the lush, arts) sound 
ofaoos's WOqflouter, and the commercial pohahoi 
aooa's Cinon Cmon, Grow attempts to find some 
middle ground between the two while embracing a 
more open, folksy approach to songwriting. 
But DetOUTi is not simply about a woman at I 
turning point in her personal lite. It is also a d.vph 
political album, resonating with the work of inno\,i 
tive artists like Juni Mitchell and Tracy Chapman. 
The album's opener, "God Bless This Mess,' nit' 
morializes the "day that two skyscrapers came down" 
■nd attaches Dnaittanl who lad uaooa nation tato a 
war based on lies," all set to a s|iarse. acoustic sound. 
The aongdaaitj echoei sentiments of many Amcri- 
c.uis who am hungry for the transformation Tli.il Hie 
W08election could potentially bring. 
Crow has undoubtedly cultivated a unique 
sound on this record, evidenced by the single 
"Love is Free." which praises the resilience of the 
city of New Orleans in the aftermath of Katrina, 
and sheds light on the pathetic failure of the gov- 
ernment's relief effort. 
Crow also explores Middle Eastern influenc- 
es with Iranian singer Mitra Kahhar on the track 
"Peace Be upon Us." which calls on the wt>rld to 
ignore religious differences and embrace a more 
open-minded worldview. Similarly, the upbeat "Out 
of Our Heads envisions a human race that can "get 
out of oui heads' and look to our hearts." 
It seems only appropriate that (row closes this 
honest effort with an OtW to ha son on "Lullaby to 
Wyatt," I song in which she welcomes motherhood 
and embraces the chance to shape another life. 
Sheryl Crow has remained relevant for more 
than .i deoack due to her knack for crafting acces- 
ribla \.t world)) ■ones, ""* Datoura radlato 
gem in a catalogue with few Haws 
v 30 S- Main St* 
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Four Dukes duked it out 
through blood and pain 
BY RON COUMTS 
(Ontritwltag writer 
Why would perfectly sane, healthy people 
allow themselves to be locked in a cage with 
someone whose only intent is to inflict as 
much harm on them as possible? 
Some simply covet the competition that 
mixed martial arts has to offer. 
JMU senior marketing major Tyler Moyer 
climbed into the Octagon during Saturday's 
Valley Fight League event at the Rocking- 
ham Fairgrounds for another reason: He had 
something to prove. 
"I'm proud of myself for fighting again." 
he said. "In this sport you're a winner wheth- 
er you win or lose because you had the guts to 
get back in the cage." 
After claiming a victory in his first fight 
as an amateur, Moyer re-entered the cage 
against a 155-pounder named Daniel Ready. 
ud he did not disappoint. 
Almost as soon as the opening bell sound- 
ed, Mover locked Ready in a tight guillotine 
choke after he shot in to try and take him 
down. Ready tried to pull away, but Moyer 
wrapped both legs around his waist and 
leaned back so he was actually hanging off of 
Ready, who was still on his feet at that point. 
"I didn't think it would end like that," said 
Mover, who hails from Washington state. "1 
was expecting a long, drawn-out battle." 
At the 33-second mark of the first round, 
Ready fell to the mat, still in the clutches of 
Moyer's guillotine, and tapped out, or so it 
seemed. 
"He actually passed out, not tapped out," 
Moyer said. "He told me afterward that he 
was out before he hit the mat and lh.il his 
hand was involuntarily shaking." 
The event, which was the seventh put on 
by the VFI„ featured 18 fights: 13 amateur 
bouts and five professional. 
The most devastating knockout of the 
night came at the hands of JMU junior Sean 
Hart, who made his amateur debut at 170 
pounds. 
At the opening bell, Hart's opponent. 
Brent Weston, came out throwing bombs, a 
couple of which connected. Hart grabbed the 
back of Wcston's head with both hands and 
tried to slow the onslaught of rights and lefts 
that were flying at his head. 
Weston took Hart down and tried io 
rain down blows from top position, but Hurt 
grabbed one of his arms and secured an arm- 
bar - a move where a fighter's arm is hyper- 
extended to the point of almost breaking. In 
^-- 'UltCmiife' iii VFL 
Defensive backs coach joins Falcons 
BY JACK MCAUUY 
stuff writ* 
Part of Joe Danna's coaching and teaching experi- 
ence includes something he calls "pearls of wisdom." 
Danna, the defensive backs coach for the JMU 
football team last fall, is looking to take that wisdom to 
the next level after being hired Monday by the Atlanta 
Falcons as the defensive quality 
control coach. 
"JMU was a special experi- 
ence." Danna said. "Coach Mickey 
Matthews runs a great program 
that wins and prepares at a high 
leveL' 
As an assistant coach he will 
hi in charge ol working with the 
linebackers and defensive backs. 
Danna will also be in charge of 
breaking down film for the team's    _ 
next opponent "anno 
Danna played college football at Central Michigan 
from 1995-98, lettering e*cfa season. His transition to 
I defensive coach MM in 2000 as a coach at Central 
Michigan forcing him to learn both sides of the ball. 
Mr set the DU high and expected us to reach our 
goals." sophomore defensive back Ryan Dean said. "He 
emphasized the importance of work ethic and prepara- 
tion on and off the field." 
On the held the Dukes excelled under Danna. last 
season, Madison had eight interceptions from five differ- 
ent players while allowing less than 200 yards per game. 
Danna was always straightforward with his pla\. is 
according to Dean - a trait that will help at the profes- 
sional level. 
"I have a lot to find out," Danna said. "I will be 
coaching with the best of the best and I hope to learn 
all that I can. 
Coaching the best players will not be new to Dan- 
na. As an assistant at the University of Georgia in 
2001, Danna coached the defensive backs to the Mu- 
sic t itv Bowl led by three players who would reach the 
NFL: Jerrnaine Phillips, currently the starting safety 
for the Tampa Hay Buccaneers. Sean Jones, a starting 
safety toi the Cleveland Browns and cornerhack Brace 
Thornton of the Jacksonville Jagua rs 
"(JMU) was valuable to my career." Danna said. "I 
have always taken it one year at a time and have to 
cused on doing the best job 1 can each season." 
Danna is one of the hardest working coaches Dean 
said he has been around. He continued to push his 
players mentally and physically throughout the season. 
looking to get the best out of each individual player. 
"Coach 1 )anna works as hard or harder than anyone 
and strives to IK* the l>est at what he does." Dean said. 
Corning off a 4-12 season, the Falcons will need 
Danna to continue to preach hard work on and off the 
field. The Falcons vsill enter the season led by former 
Pro Bowl dafatfta back DcAngelo Hall who will In- 
key to the rebuilding process in Atlanta. 
"I am looking to just try and help the Falcons wtfl 
as rnanv games as possible.   Danna said. 
Jalloh scores career high in JMU loss 
Abdulai Jalloh's career scoring day wasn't enough 
to propel James Madison over UNC-Wilmington on 
Saturday, as the Sea hawks shot 61. H fierce lit field 
goals and won 99-85 at Trask Coliseum. 
I  \i v\ unproved to 15-10 overall, 8-5 in the Co- 
lonial Athletic Association despite 37 points from Jal- 
loh. who made 13 <»t iH field goal attempts The junior 
guard also led JMU (11-12.4-9) in rebounds with sc\ 
en. as the Seahawks led in that category 28-25. 
\ih 1 NOrtng 16 point! In his first game back from 
I knee injury, JMU junior forward Kyle Swan si on 
went leoreleae OO 0 of 6 shooting in Madison's sixth 
conference road loss  Since a 08-05 win at Northeasi 
ern on Dec. 1, JMU has gone 0-6 in road conference 
games. 
Sophomore point guard Ham t nit is did not pla> 
for JMU, missus his eeoond gune since he tptiinwl 
his left knee at George Mason on Keb 2. 
Next up for the Dukes is VCU. the top team in the 
CAA. The Rams (18-5. 11-2) hart JMU on Wednesday 
and will look to defend their undefeated home record 
of 10-0 after losing 62-61 at Madison on Jan. 2. 
VCU has a two game lead uvei George Mason and 
wiiii.mi& Mary 
—from staff reports 
Dawn creams Tigers with 3s 
Evans' last three with 45 
seconds remaining gets 
frenzied crowd free Kline's 
BY MATTHEW MCGOVERN 
auitiant spom wlitof 
With 45 seconds left in a blowout ol 
rowano, JMU freshman point guard Dawn 
Evana made a deep ^-pointer behind •> 
screen, bringing James Madison'-, total to 
-o and allowing the crowd of 2.105 to cash 
m on Kline's promise of tree ice cream it 
the Dukes KOre at least 79 point-- at home. 
With the crowd urging her to shoot, Ev- 
ans delivered from about five feet behind 
the arc In JMlTs 79-53 win. 
"Thai's   actually   kinda   close,'   senior 
forward Jennifer Brown aaid "Ueoalb sl»' 
shools from the Duke paw.' 
Brown ".is referring to (he Duke Dog 
logo near halfcourt. where according to her 
and semoi forward Taroera Young, 1 \ ina 
routine)) ihoota bom during practice In 
her fourth game back from a stress fracture 
in her left foot, Bvane scored a cared Ugh 
25 poinbi and also bad r» aaaiata 
She broke a school record for  1 pofnl 
en made in 1 game with - ot-iu ihoottng 
from beyond me arc, whfla eanior forward 
ramera V ig notched her lOOth double- 
figure scoring game. 
JMU conch Kennj Brooke waan't sur- 
prised with Bvana'performance, though. 
when we ret raited her, 1 knew thai re- 
cord waan I pouia to eland verj much lon- 
ger." Brooke laid,  i reerih believe before 
she s done she's gonna make in in a game, 
and 1 we seen ha do that before 
Evans said ebe wae unaware ol the 
record and tin   distance  from  wbkfa she 
took JMlTe final ihot Bhedoea admit thai 
Brooke has talked to her about shot setec- 
tion before, though 
. ii Brooketeue me to find the hue." 
Bvane eald   1 don't know where I'm ehool 
ingfroirr I |U8t see the basket 
while Bvana 111 up the ecoreboard from 
long range. Brown wae Madison s second- 
leading scorer with 18 points and Young 
chip|ied  in   in.   Brown   shot  7-oi IO,   but 
niisMii her first twoahota aaehechanneled 
a flashback to her s-of-ia performance at 
Touson on Jan. B7I ■ Rama JMU won b\ 
onrj four points Bui me shook H ofl and 
made hei last time shots in the liist lull as 
JMU stretched Its lead to 30-25. 
Tigers coach Joe Mamews ettributed 
the lopsided score mostly to his team's poor 
decisions and |mor shot selection n 
to gi\e  Bvana   presence too much . ledil. 
Bvane did not pun in the earlier meeting 
of the two icons  low son had no players 
reach double figures in the rematch 
We're not e high percentage team to 
begin with, we're a team that kind ol fei  Is 
ue DAWH, ptge 1? 
URONSlIWtfl ffcplitfo 
fieshmon Down tvons led JMU with 25 poinh Sunday 
12  Monday, February 11,2008   www.thebreeze.org   The Breeze 
FIGHTS: Tyler Moyer needed only 
33 seconds to earn his knockout 
FIGHTS, from well 
response, Weslon hoisted Hart into the air and 
slammed him to the mat. Hart wouldn't Rive up 
though, he kept the annbar applied for the rest of 
thr round Somehon Wfeftoo ■urvhwL 
"I heard his arm pop twice." said Hart.who's ma- 
joring in history*. "I'm surprised it didn't break." 
At the beginning of the second round, Hart ate 
I MUHIR left hand but kept pressing forward. He 
forced Weston against the fence and delivered a 
vu ions knee thai wnded right OO the chin, sending 
him crumpling to the mat only eight seconds into 
the round. 
He tried to elinch." Hart said. "I hit a knee on 
his chin and I fell him go limp." 
WwtOO 1'iid on the mat for several minutes as 
the ringside doctors attended to him. Eventually 
they lot him to his feet and out of the Octagon. 
"That was ani.i/mg. said junior SMAI) major 
Luke Mitchell, who was in attendance "This sport 
Ifl n <l\naiiiir thai \ou newr realh know what's 
going to happen." 
Junior marketing major Darius Houshiarnejad 
made his amateur debut in the 170-pound weight 
cllM is well. Unfortunately it didn't turn out as 
well for him. 
In the first round, Houshiarnejad s opponent. 
David Davis, rocked him with a left hand fol- 
lowed by a solid right h<x>k and another strait left. 
Houshiarnejad was able to compose himself and 
score a takedown, but as soon as the two fighters 
hit the mat Dtvfll rank i" •' guillotine choke that 
forced the referee to step in and stop the fight with 
2:55 left in the round. 
"Nothing can prepare you to step into the 
cage," Houshiarnejad said. "You prepare so much 
in training, but when you're up there all that goes 
out the window." 
Tlie light card also included professional tight- 
eri Kyle and Bean Baker. *>\li<>ruu theVaDej Chute 
Boxegym here in Harrisonburg. 
After Kyle slight, ringside olticials had to spend 
about 10 minutes mopping the blood off the mat. 
Both Kyle and his opponent Chris Thomas locked 
up in a clinch that allowed both men to throw bru- 
tal uppercuts and elbows. Kyle got the better of 
the exchange though, leaving Thomas bloodied 
and unable to continue after the first round. 
After improving his pro record to 3-2, Kyle cefe 
brated by scaling the fence in one leap and balanc- 
ing on top of it while playing to the crowd. 
"It s huge for us to be in our hometown." K\le 
Baker said. "We have a lot of dedicated guys, and 
we've got a lot Of Community support." 
Kyle's brother. Beau, improved his pro record 
to 4-0 with a hard-fought victory over Paul Mann. 
Beau was in trouble early. He got slammed and 
■lmotl mounted in the first round. He fought out 
of it and was able to score a takedown with a text- 
book Judo throw. 
In the second round, Beau scored a takedown 
with another Judo throw, and this time he was able 
to secure a full mount and rain blows down onto 
Mann until the referee stepped in and stopped the 
tight at the 2:51 mark. 
Fighters wear bruises and scars like badges of 
honor. JMU's "ultimate fighters" are no different 
"My head is a little sore," said Hart while show- 
ing off his freshly earned black eye after his fight. 
'But I'm ready to get back to training." 
Check out thebreezaoTg lor coverage of 
Wednesdays men's basketball game at VCD. 
Caribbean Tan 
Thanks for voting us BEST tanning 
salon in The Burg!! f-f 
Buy 2 samples  , S60 lotions on 
9et1 |        sale for 
FREE! 
oupon only)   I 
$45 
l f UWliJ/V&W 
Spring Break Special 
1 month unlimited     AddedBonus. 
reg S60 
sale $45 
■ ndudes All beds) 
with Coupon. 
2 FREE 
lotion samples 
($l?V.llllC 
• ' '' Food lion Stopping Ceifle JMU s 3 Best Locations       wen*, mtuo, ■ ,I«W.,WKI<<,*I 
S40 4 4ft "969 MO-4D-V9B9 
LSAT   GRE   GMAT   MCAT   DAT   OAT   PCAT  TOEFL 
FREE 
PRACTICE 
TEST How would you score on test day? Take a free Practice 
Test and find out! 
Sunday, February 17th 
at JMU: 
GRE- 1:30pm 
GMAT - 2:00pm 
LSAT-1:30pm 
MCAT - 2:00pm 
DAT - 2:30pm 
PCAT - 2:30pm 
"sponsored by AED" 
1-800-KAP-TEST | kaptest.com/practice 
Kaplar. The smarter way to prep. 
Space is limited. 
Register today! 
KAPLAN 
TEST PREP AND 
ADMISSIONS 
DAWN: Freshman point guard's 
career-high 25 boosts JMU to 16-6 
DAWN frompojell 
off of turnovers ,in<l stt\ils and 
open floor stuff." Mathewi Mid 
"We r< just not competing hard 
enough to get those opportuni- 
ties right BQIU 
Towson shot IM'IOW ;j4 per- 
cent for the fourth time in its 
last five games, and fell into ,i 
tie for fourth place in the con- 
ference with Dmel 
Evans played for 31 minutes 
Sunday despite roming off the 
bench, KMuetMuf the hatdone 
in tvny game since her return 
Brooks said be expects her to ■nitHraracbq 
Madison plays William & 
Man ui-i2, 5-0) at tin I on 
vocation Center on Thursday. 
JMU won 69-53 at Williamshuig 
on Feb. ;*. but JMU fans will be 
hoping for 10 more points when 
the Tribe come to town. 
CAA Standings 
Team Overall record (CAA) 
Old Dominion 20-3(11-0) 
James Madison 16-6(9-2) 
VOI 18-4(8-3) 
Towson 15-7(7-4) 
Dreiel 12-10(7-4) 
Wffutlby 11-12(5-6) 
IWaware 6-17(5-6) 
UNC Wilmington 13-9(4-7) 
George Mason 9-13(3-8) 
Georgia Slate 6-16(3-8) 
Northeastern 7-14(2-9) 
Hofstra 4-18(2-9) 
TAKING AIM 
HI*'^ JHTT s^ ^H 
Hfl        Bv ^E •^^,*-^wc 
1 "^^^^^» 
frWY it ^ 
•~      |^HM    WJ v7! 
raw LONMMST/«N tw«*. 
Junior guard Abduloi Jalloti (lop center) stored a coreer-high 37 points Saturday in JMU's 99-85 loss al UH( Wilmington 
! 
Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC 
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD 
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes. MD Riilip A. Klim, DO 
Sherry L, Mongold. FNP   Mary H, Kratz. FNP 
Sarah Hibbitts, PA. 
Now Accepting Appointments 
Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00 
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Local (540) 434-3831 
Toll Free (800) 545-3348 
Teal rairt Valentine to a Cozy linnet at... 
* 
P 
1 
%, /'l!/ll(  plM III tittle II Utl'ill   Hilt! 
pi, ('//,,,.. 
jalaas L and mote! 
CallJm out Ulentin, ' tbagSp* i 
(540)433-1113 
ini-ihm ttrput 
tpted in h-J Ih-n Pi  i 
limns 
II\M IOPM 
Imb)« taunt* 
II \\| | i I'M 
c 
www.lhebreeze.org 
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(For Rent] 
3 BEDROOM/2.5 BATH TOWN 
HOUSE. Walking distance in iam 
pu>. Quiet Neighborhood. W/D. 
AC. AvuliUe ftVI/08 Yew Leaw 
SI050/month •.hantzldC«jmu edu or 
(54«wox ny:» 
5 Bedroom Tnwnhouw • Mt. View 
Drive; Inlemcl; close io campus. 
$275'  monlh;   I   year lease  (8/08- 
M»); midahon"icox.net; (703) 430- 
3008 
HOUSE ATCAMPUS Very very nice 
2 story rurdw«»od fl<x>r house with a 
basement 2 12 bathroom washer 
Adryer. Painless appliances, fully 
furnished bedrooms, heal, AC, wire- 
less, cable right next i«i memonal 
hall basically on campus 2 current 
jtirl roomates are gradualing. looking 
for I or 2 lo rcplacctgirl or guy) clean 
hmise, fun people, quiet when need 
ed. right next lo art buildings, close 
walk lo quad great place you have 
in m it Price range of $36()yr lease 
Contact Pal (757) 496-9526 
TOWNHOUSE end unii 4 bedroom, 
washer SL dryer. Close lo JMU and 
downtown Year lease starts June I 
Call 433-6047 or 271-1952 (cell) 
House for rent (4) bedroom.!2)balh. 
living room, dining mom, kitch- 
en, siorage basement, fenced 
yard .(2 (blocks from campus6K5 E 
OmtuSt.<540) 810-8290 
CONDO AT CAMPUS VIEW New 
( nnsiniction on Stonewall Drive 
1321 square ftxit optionall) furnished 
2nd floor condo with 4 bedroom*, 
each w/ private haihntom and walk- 
in closet. Less than I mile from JMU 
& 1/2 mile to restaurant*, shopping. 
gas & hotels Brand new appliances 
- refrigerator with ice-maker, dish- 
WMlMr, dtoponl. tange with a self- 
cleaning oven, microwave, washer/ 
dryer, and multiple built-in commu- 
nications outlets are included Com- 
munity swimming pool w/hot tub, 
outdoor pavilion, fitness center, vol- 
leyball & basketball courts, and park- 
ing ft all for $450/month/bcdroom 
w/utilities and services included 
Looking for four (4> non-smoking M' 
F lenanis thai have no pets. Contact 
Bruce Taylor - laylorto20@comcasl 
net Listing also at www.jmu edu/od 
Call; (609)868-8476  
MOVING/LIVING OFF-CAMPUS'.' 
(MI to webjmu.edu/ocl/lisiings.htm. 
JMU'i official iite far off-OMpw 
housing, roommate!., and furniture 
Great for advertising sublet rentals 
TOWNHOME FOR RENT Enjoy 
the luxury of spacious one. two. 
three, and four-bedroom floor plans. 
Exclusive Clubhouse offers a swim- 
ming pool, hot tub. state -of -the- art 
exercise facility, lounge, kitchenette, 
game room, tanning beds, computer 
lab and so much more. Available 
furnished or unfurnished Call now 
(540)438-0401 
GRADUATING THIS SPRING*' 
Fastest Growing General Contrac 
lor in the U S. seeking ASSISTANT 
PROJECT MANAGER to help over 
see multi-million dollar commercial 
construction projects in MD, DC. and 
VA. Greal working environment & 
potential career growth' APPLY ON 
LINE TODAY' www mllirtsrvi com 
employ mcnt.cfm 
(Help Wanted]      ( Wanted J 
WE PAY UP TO $75 per survey 
www GetPaidToThink.com 
!BARTENDING! $250/ Day Po- 
tential No Experience Necessary. 
Training Available (800)965-6520 
XT2I2 
BARTENDING CLASSES SUM 
MER EMPLOYMENT jiggersbar- 
tendingschool.com payment plans 
(540)671-1202 
WAITRESSES NEEDED Jess' 
Lunch Downtown, flexible hours, no 
seniors, apply in person 
LIFEGUARDS / POOL SUPERVI- 
SORS Premier Aqualics is now ac- 
cepting applications for Lifeguards. 
Pool Managers, and Area Supervisor* 
around the Northern Virginia area 
Certifications are required, however 
(raining is available $100 sign up 
bonus is available to all who apply 
online by March 1st. 2008, Please 
visit our website lo complete an on- 
line application at wwwprcmier4l I 
com. For more information, you may 
contact us at (703) 3730350. 
SOPHOMORE OR JUNIOR in busi- 
ness related major to work at local 
business Friday afternoons, Satur- 
days and full lime in ihe summer 
Good working condilions Call 540 
S20-97K9 
EARN EXTRA MONEY and travel 
for free! $200+ per week potential 
selling tickets. Weekly pay and travel 
benefits. Call SW Tours at 540-624 
3269 
HELP WANTED Student interested 
in fund raising for local foundation 
(540) 820-9789 
LEASING AGENT Brand New 
Townhome Community seeking pan 
lime leasing agents. Must be en- 
thusiastic, eager lo learn and a hard 
worker. If you would like lo work in 
rewarding and fun environment thai 
pay » great plcaac c mail >«>m resume 
lodsmithfncbeech com 
MUSIC STUDENTS needed to play 
as a small quartet at a wcddini: ccr 
etnony in June Must be VERY reli 
able Call Leah for more information 
(540)435-0432 
DUKE DOG- JMU Athletics is seek 
ing an individual to be the University 
Mascot for the 2008 spring semester 
For information regarding this pod 
lion and to apply: go to https Ajoblink 
jmu.edu and reference posiing number 
0402086 EOE/AA 
BE A PART OF 
JMU'S CENTENNIAL 
Don't miss your chance to #ci in The Breeze's 
Centennial Celebration Guide on March 13th! 
Deadline: February 21 
Call: 540-568-9127 
(Services) 
MII KINAKI ( Aki. lime for year 
pel's Winler tuneup Our veterinary 
learn is ready to help your pets |H 
ready for Spring Full service small 
animal care and emergencies Visit us 
a( our Website. Massanuiten Animal 
Clinic (540) 4*42364 
( Travel) 
NAGS HEAD 4 Month Student Sum 
mer Rentals. Ma) Aug. \eabrec/crc 
■Ityeoa (232) 2334321 
hhl'ViWI,',! 
Spring Break Sale! 
(mm, Atapvko I Jomaita 
•pro $500 off per room! 
Limited 
Time 
Offer! 
l-MUO-4Mt  mnuhtrawLutii 
Info  for himw Siudmnt* 
A   Gu/c/* for Pmrmnt* 
A  Rmmourcm  for Faculty A  Stmff. 
Only   Madison   lOl    Provides  All   Three! 
Mmdlmon   101 Im  mn  orlmnlmllon aulda.   fomturlna 
avarythlng you nemct to know about JMU and thm 
Madison   lOl   is published  April  25«h 
(6^00  copies,  distributed  all over ounputj 
Madison   lOl   only comes out  ONCE  A  YEAR! 
Call for your apace wow/ 
Thm  Braaza.   saaei2 7 
UREC is Hiring for the Summer and Fall 
Apply at JMU JobLink 
Positions Available: 
Adventure Trip Leader Recreation Assistant 
Aquatic Instructor Service Assistant 
EMT Adventure Assistant 
Equipment Assistant Computing 
Equipment Maintenance Fitness Assessment Specialist Marketing Assistont 
Maintenance Assistant Fitness Assessment Specialist Nutrition Analyst 
Office Services Assistant (certified) Officials & Scorekeeper 
Payroll Assistant Fiscal Tech Assistant Personal Trainer 
Receptionist Fitness Instructor Yoga Instructor 
Fitness Instructor (certified 
Group Fitness Instructor 
Intramural Site Manager 
Relax the Mind, Free the Body, and Dance with the Soul 
loin UREC and OHP for "Mistykal Movement: A Body Groove Experience." Condition your mind and Dody health with Misty Tripoli 
and her revolutionary method of movement that connects you to how music and movement feels in YOUR body. 
Feb. 11 
Register Online By: Feb. 10 
Discover YOU! 
1:30-2:30 pm 
UREC's Group Fitness Studio 
Boost Your SeH Esteem, Body Image, and Explore How to Find Your GROOVE in the World. Misty will discuss the alluring trap 
of the illusive "perfect body" and how it affects the mind, body and spirit and how it impacts the way we treat our bodies. 
Be ready to breathe, wiggle and smile! This event is free and open to the public. 
Feb. 11 
7:00- 8:30 pm 
Sponsored by: 
Festival Ballroom 
«*»fnj •dulralUr!'0T(|  I8I7« 
The Leslie George Memorial 
Fund for Eating Disorders 
-     f.Qa 
Now Delivering! 
Valentines Day Specials 
Dinner for 2 includes 
1 Appetizer 
2 Choices of 4 Entrees w/ Soup or Salad 
1 Dessert 
& FREE "Rose for All Ladies 
$23.95 
Beer & Wine on/off 
Check out our entire menu on GoLookon.com 
Hours: Tuesday-Sunday 10:30am-11pm 
(540)434-6177 
1326 Hillside Drive. Startxjcks Center 
www.thebreeze.org 
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Check out thebreeze.org for puzzle answers. 
© 
® 
2>eMa 2>e/ta 2>^ta I^lt&s YOU... 
tOftOt1 Charity 2W*/»7: 2>eSi<yier Jea/tS 
'   SALE to Aens/lt St. Jttde 
CM'Utans Research yrfoSpitaJ 
l*}/ier*   "Transitions (frJarren) 
l*)he*: f^/>. I3t/?, IQ-3 
TRUE RELIGION 
■for a// ~^f- syia/ik'ind 
Cltlzet-VS of hrumflkUtU 
(HUGE Discount, 100% authentic!) 
JOES 
a 
ou at )KI j ***## 
9 5 1 2 
7 2 3 
3 8 6 
3 2 
1 9 3 
1 5 
4 3 6 
8 i 1 2 
5 4 7 1 
brainfreezepuzzles.com 
Rules:    Fill in the grid so that each row, column, 
and 3x3 block contains 1-9 exactly once. 
Results of the online poll: 
How do you feel about 
T-Pain   headlining   the   spring 
: Convocation Center concert? 
I"m excited, already saving money for tickets! -119 
I'm disappointed, I wanted Rihanna, but III 
still come - 38 
Soundslikeav>asteofmoney',countmeout! -152 
Who's T-Pain? -167 
Total votes: 476 
Next week's online poll: 
Do you plan on 
voting Tuesday? 
Why HAUL 
stuff home 
when you 
could STORE 
elf-Storage   it here? 
wwwJMU.GoStowAway.com 
• less than 5 minutes tram rfTxUUJ 
■ FREE Automatic Credit Card BIHwt! 
' CUMATE CONTFieUED (HITS AVAIIMU 
' Conveniently located on Earn; Rd. lost 
past the Hamsonburg Auto Auction 
' HI line it Padung a Waving Saamaa 
' Gated Access a Video SurveHlance 
' Paved Irtveways. Ctean a WoN LR 
- 
Tho Ntwtst Mexican Restaurant in Town! 
PUEBLO GRANDE 
' (MEXICAN 
.GRILL    i 
■ Mariachi Band on Valtntina's Day! 5:30-i30pm<"' 
Mon. - Thurs. 
Valentine s Day Specials 
Faiitas for 2 
I'3-99 A 
^ 
Any Combination Dinner   . 
Buy 1 Get 2nd 1/2 OFF  --J 
JMU & EMU Students 
& Faculty 20% off       ,jg 
Total Dinner Bill Anytime  S 
Jr   Private Room for Parties Available! * 
VtfiOHw'Cri £•*.'•>. 
f   Catering and Carry Out Available 
2W S  M.m Si - H'bui| • 540 4.17 9919   FAX 437 9924 
MOD -Thur 11-10 PM En  11-11 PM 
Sat 11-10 PM Sun 11 9PM 
GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING. 
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT 
IT ON YOUR RESUME. 
_»  ■':'■>./•/ Baaa-ad 
I 
The Army ROIC Leader s Training Course ts a paid 4-week r 
as an Officer, a leader ol the U S. Army 
BECOME AN ARM^ 
LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING CAREER? BECOME AN ARMY OFFICER. 
Contact (ujihnl.eJ&rM._eriy for information on scholarships & summer leadership opportunities. 
www.jmu.edu/rotc 
